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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

While patients with ESRD represent only 1 percent of Medicare beneficiaries, this population accounts for 8 percent of
total Medicare spending. The disproportionate cost of treating ESRD has resulted in a high level of monitoring and
policy focus. A number of public databases currently exist for study of the ESRD program in the US, but these
databases are difficult to integrate for use in policy analysis. The objective of this project was to develop a spatiallyenabled, integrated ESRD “data warehouse” from free, publicly-available data sets, to enable a broadened scope of
applications for policy analysis.

METHODS
Data Collection and Integration. 1) ESRD-related datasets were collected from Medicare sources and integrated
into a relational database management system (Figure 1). Datasets included the Dialysis Facility Compare database1,
dialysis facility and hospital Cost Reports by fiscal year2, and Dialysis Facility Reports3. 2) Current dialysis facility
listings were collected from websites of major dialysis chains using custom-built web-scraper software and/or manual
lookup. 3) Using custom software, dialysis provider addresses were geo-coded to add latitude and longitude
coordinates. 4) Using a custom address-matching algorithm, geo-coded address data were matched to the dialysis
facility listings from websites to update facility chain affiliations. 5) Geo-coded and updated facility records were joined
to spatial data files obtained from the U.S. Census Bureau website,4 using QGIS software. This step added geopolitical data including the Congressional District, ZIP-code Tabulation Area (ZCTA), census tract, and state and
county FIPS codes of each facility’s location. 6) This spatially-enabled output file was then joined to census statistics
from the latest American Community Survey 5-year estimates5 for each tract, ZCTA and county. Analysis sets, or “data
marts” were then built to support specific research needs. Longitudinal datasets were created for trend analysis. Data
are updated quarterly to keep the database current.
Figure 1. Process Flow for Enhancing Dialysis Data with Geographic and Census Information
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The resulting data warehouse contains over 6000
cost, utilization, quality, demographic and geographic
variables, covering 100% of current Medicare ESRD
providers (N=6568 facilities). Table 1 shows examples
of the types of data included. Depending on data
source, the database covers between 6 and 14
calendar years (2001-14). Quality of the data varies,
but for most applications, outlier and missing
observations are less than 10%.
Table 1. Examples of Types of Data Included
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Challenges. For a given entity, such as a dialysis facility, the raw source data files have disparate data structures
requiring transformation into useable research datasets. Entity identifiers are inconsistent across sources, data file
content and formats change from year to year, and there are missing data and inconsistencies in data values.
Validation and outlier handling rules were therefore created for most data and were applied either during the
build/update process or at the point of analysis. After transformations, there was a standardized data record for each
facility, and the file format remains consistent over time.
Figure 2. Sample Geographic Analysis Produced from the Spatially-Enabled Data Warehouse

Reporting and analysis using the integrated data sets
is very easy using simple tools like Excel, or the data
can be used in more complex applications such as
GIS projects (Figure 2). Since implementation,
project-specific data sets have been created to
support several recently-published national policy
studies on topics including patient access, provider
efficiency, ESRD program costs and impacts of
payment reform6-9.
The national scope of the database can help decisionmakers a) define the magnitude of a problem, b)
identify where to focus efforts and c) set policy. It can
provide an efficient and speedy method to acquire
intelligence before investing in larger, more time
consuming initiatives. Possible applications include
clinical trial design, market access planning, product
positioning and life cycle management.

CONCLUSION
Public datasets of ESRD-related information can be
integrated with population data and a GIS to support
high-quality and cost-effective economic and clinical
policy studies that would not otherwise be feasible.
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Source: National Renal Administrators Association (NRAA) at http://www.nraa.org/files/Districts_Map_Based_on_Net_Revenue.pdf. Used by permission.
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